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Numerical analysis of the interaction
between high-pressure resin spray and
wood chips in a vapour stream
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Abstract
This article investigates the interaction between the resin spray and the wood chips in a vapour stream using a multi-
phase multi-component computational fluid dynamics approach. The interaction between the spray and the chips is one
of the main issues in the industrial process for manufacturing medium density fibre boards. Thus, the optimization of this
process can lead to important benefits, such as the reduction in the emission of formaldehyde-based toxic chemicals, the
reduction in energy consumption in the blending process and energy saving in the fibreboard drying process. First step
of the study is the numerical analysis of the resin injector in order to extend the experimental measurements carried
out with water to the resin spray. The effects of the injector’s geometrical features on the spray formation are high-
lighted under different injection pressure values and needle displacements. Afterwards, the results obtained in the analy-
sis of the single injector are used for the complete simulation of multi-injector rail where the mixing of the resin spray
and wood chips takes place. The influence of the main operating conditions, such as the vapour and the wood chip flow
rates, on the resin distribution is addressed in order to optimize the resination process.
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Introduction

The environmental impact is becoming a leading issue
in the research and development path. The environment
concern is even more important when the industrial
process under investigation is involving substances that
may harm human health and nature life. Usually, man-
ufacturers of medium density fibre (MDF) boards use
urea-formaldehyde (UF) resin to bind wood fibres.1

The employment of formaldehyde is a subject of con-
cern in the resin-bonded wood-base panel industry.2–4

The UF resin is applied by means of blowline blending
that has the main advantage of eliminating resin spots
on the board surface, but it results in lower resin effi-
ciency (or higher resin requirements) than mechanical
blending in order to achieve comparable board

properties.5 The resin efficiency for MDF can be
defined as the achievement of the desired property of a
panel for a given resin content. Thus, the performance
of wood fibre–based composites is strongly affected by
the resin distribution process onto the wood fibre.6 On
one hand, the improvement in the fibreboard products
depends significantly on the capability of the industrial
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resin deposition system in achieving the optimal distri-
bution or adhesion to the wood fibres. On the other
hand, the effective resin distribution on the wood chip
cannot be easily determined experimentally since it is
difficult to differentiate the resin from the fibre and
quantify its presence.7

Therefore, numerical simulation becomes a valuable
tool in assessing the resin distribution on the wooden
fibre. During the last two decades, modelling and com-
puter simulation have reached high level of accuracy in
predicting complex physics including real geometries
typical of industrial processes.8–11 In particular, spray
formation can be extensively studied by means of the
numerical analysis,12 and experimental data can be inte-
grated with the simulation results in order to deepen the
understanding of the phenomena.13

This study investigates the resin spray formation in
a high-pressure injector and the interaction between the
resin jet and the wood chips in a vapour stream. A
multi-component multi-phase numerical approach is
used in order to predict the resin distribution at the
injector outlet as well as within the vapour pipe.

First step of the analysis is the simulation of the
injection process in order to predict the resin distribu-
tion downstream the component’s outlet and the effects
of the main operating parameters such as the fluid
properties, pressure and the injector geometry. The
numerical results are compared with experimental mea-
surements carried out using water; thus, the behaviour
of the resin injection is extended to the real working
fluid by means of the numerical simulation.

The resin distribution is then employed in the simu-
lation of the full three-injector rail, and the interaction
between the resin and wood fibres is addressed. The
influence of the main operating conditions, such as the
vapour and the wood chip flow rates, on the resin distri-
bution is addressed in order to optimize the resination
process. In fact, the optimization of the resin injection
process leads to the reduction of the amount of formal-
dehyde used in the MDF boards manufacturing, thus
reducing the emission of formaldehyde-based toxic che-
micals and the energy consumption in the blending pro-
cess as well as in the drying process

Analysis of the single injector

First step of the analysis is the simulation of the single
injector in order to determine the resin spray distribu-
tion at the injector outlet. The simulation is carried out
by means of the STAR-CCM+ v10.02 code licensed
by the CD-adapco, Inc. The numerical approach
adopted in the analysis is based on the multi-phase
multi-component volume of fluid (VOF) approach
since the feature of the physical problem analysed in
this article is a transient flow of two immiscible

compressible and uncompressible fluids (i.e. air and
resin). This part of the analysis is set up to predict the
behaviour of the liquid jet in a quiescent volume of air
in order to reproduce the experimental measurements
carried out by the manufacturer’s R&D test depart-
ment. The VOF method is adopted to determine the
interface between the two fluids as the phase fraction in
each computational cell.14

The VOF model description assumes that all immis-
cible fluid phases present in a control volume share
velocity, pressure and temperature fields. Therefore,
the same set of basic governing equations describing
momentum, mass and energy transport in a single-
phase flow is solved.15

The equations are solved for an equivalent fluid
whose physical properties are calculated as functions of
the physical properties of its constituent phases and
their volume fractions.

The equations are
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are the density,
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where Sai
is the source or sink of the ith phase and

Dri=Dt is the material derivative of the phase densities
ri.

Turbulence is accounted for by means of the two
zonal versions of the k-v model, known as the shear
stress transport model.16 This approach demonstrated
in previous studies a good accuracy in predicting the
flow field for multi-phase flows in hydraulic compo-
nents.17 The computational domain accounted for in
the simulations includes the injector hole, the helical
ducts and the injector body comprising the needle and
the inlet duct. Downstream of the injector outlet a large
plenum is considered in order to represent the open
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ambient at atmospheric pressure where the liquid spray
is forming. The grid is realized by means of the polyhe-
dral mesher available in STAR-CCM+, and the cell
reference size in the injection region is set to one-fiftieth
of the injector diameter (i.e. 2mm). Figure 1 shows the
computational fluid domain considered in the simula-
tion as well as the grid in the helical and injector nozzle
region. The total number of cells used in the computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) domain is approximately
3 millions. The mesh used in the simulation is the best
trade-off between result’s accuracy and computational
effort. Several grid sizes were tested, and the percentage
difference in terms of calculated flow rate was within
the 0.1% among the different meshes.

Bounded central differencing is used for the discreti-
zation of the momentum, second-order scheme for sub-
grid kinetic energy and the mixture fraction. The
conservation equations for mass, momentum and
energy are solved simultaneously using a pseudo-time-
marching approach. The second-order implicit method
is used for time integration scheme.

The main target of the CFD simulations is the anal-
ysis of the break-up behaviour of the water jet in quies-
cent ambient. The calculated results are then compared
with the measurements carried out in an experimental
test rig in order to validate the numerical models.
Table 1 lists the operating conditions adopted in the
experiments and simulations. A sensitivity analysis of
the injection process with respect to different injection
pressures and needle lifts is carried out, and the influ-
ence of these parameters on the water or resin spray is
addressed.

Both in the experiments and in the simulations, a
constant pressure is set in the supply line of the injec-
tor, and the spray is investigated for different needle
lifts, ranging from a very small aperture (i.e. 0.4mm) to
a large opening (i.e. 2.0mm). The selected operating
conditions are typical values for MDF boards

manufacturing systems and span from high to low pro-
duction set-ups.

In the numerical simulations, the fluid properties
reported in Table 2 are adopted for water and resin
(i.e. Seloform, which is made by 35% of resin and the
remaining part by water). Measurements and simula-
tions are carried out at ambient temperature; thus, the
properties considered in Table 2 are assumed at 25�C.

The main output from the experimental campaign
and the simulations was the mass flow rate injected at
different operating conditions. Figure 2 shows the com-
parison between the experimental measurements and
the calculated results in terms of flow rate through the
injector at different supply pressures. For the numerical
result validation, the simulations are carried out using
only water as in the experimental test. The agreement
resulted to be good for the varying operating conditions

Figure 1. (a) Injector geometry included in the CFD analysis and (b) detail of the computational grid in the helical and injector
nozzle region.

Table 1. Operating conditions for the experimental
measurements and simulations.

Needle lift (mm) Injection
pressure (bar)

2.0 27 114.5 164.5
1.5 27 110 159.5
1.0 25.5 105.5 154
0.6 33 105.5 161.5
0.4 47.5 118.5 178

Table 2. Fluid properties adopted in the simulations.

Fluid Density
(kg/m3)

Dynamic
viscosity (Pa s)

Surface tension
(mN/m)

Water 997.0 8.8871E24 74
Seloform 1200 0.1 68

Milani et al. 3
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considered in the analysis. The numerical model vali-
dated against measurements using water as operating
fluid is then used for the analysis of Seloform injection.

Figure 3 depicts the calculated flow rates for all the
analysed needle lift as an overview of the injector per-
meability at different operations considered in the
simulations. It is interesting to note that at constant
injection pressure, the flow rate is scarcely influenced
by the needle lift when ranging from 1 to 2mm, and
only below the displacement of 1mm, the flow rate
decreases significantly. This behaviour can be explained
by determining the influence of the helical and the
metering area on the overall pressure drop across the
injector.

The metering area is calculated at the section of the
nozzle geometry where the flow area is minimum (see
Figure 4). The pressure difference between the inlet and
region upstream of the metering area (pm of Figure 4) is
assumed as the contribution of the helical to the total
pressure drop of the injector. Similarly, the contribution
of the metering area to the total pressure drop is calcu-
lated as the difference between pm and the ambient pres-
sure downstream of the nozzle.

Figure 5 shows the ratio between the pressure drop
occurring in the helical and metering area, respectively,
with respect to the total pressure drop across the
component.

The importance of the fluid dynamic losses in the
helical is significant throughout all the analysed needle
lifts. Even for very small metering areas, the losses due
to the helical amount are remarkable. For instance, in
the case of needle lift equal to 0.4mm, the importance
of the helical on the overall pressure drop amounts
approximately to 20%, reaching up to 40%–50% for
the larger displacements. The contribution of the helical
to the pressure drop reduces the effects of the needle lift
motion. By comparing the results plotted in Figure 6 at
different inlet pressures and needle lifts, it is evident
that the importance of the helical losses is quite similar
holding constant the lift while it increases significantly
when opening the injector.

Figures 6 and 7 show the influence of the needle lift
and injection pressure on the spray formation at the
injector’s outlet. Holding constant the needle displace-
ment, the simulations demonstrate that the spray angle
is increasing while the supply pressure reduces. This

Figure 2. Measured versus calculated flow rate as a function of
the injection pressure for different needle lifts: (a) 2.0 mm and
(b) 0.6 mm.

Figure 3. Calculated flow rate as a function of the injection
pressure for all the analysed needle lifts.

Figure 4. Sketch of the section adopted for the metering area
(dashed line) and monitoring region for the intermediate
pressure.
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behaviour is likely due to the effects of the helical on
the tangential velocity at the injector’s hole. When the
injection pressure is low, the importance of the helical
on the flow field is more significant than at the high
supply pressure; thus, the high tangential component of
the liquid velocity results in large spray angles. At high
injection pressure, the conical metering area tends to
reduce the tangential component of the flow field, and
the liquid is more directed towards the injector’s axis.
Therefore, the spray is characterized by smaller angles
when increasing the feeding line pressure.

This result is evident when observing the streamlines
in the region downstream of the injector’s hole. The
streamlines result to be more clustered at high injection
pressure.

When comparing the results at similar injection pres-
sure, the trend on the spray angle is less evident.
Nevertheless, it can be observed that the needle lifts
have a weaker influence on the spray shape than the
injection pressure.

The CFD analysis of the injection process enables
the accurate calculation of the spray forces that may act

Figure 5. Influence of the helical and metering area on the total pressure drop at different operating conditions of the injector.

Milani et al. 5
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Figure 6. Velocity flow field on a cross section through the injector’s axis at two needle lifts and different injection pressures.

Figure 7. Streamlines at the injector’s outlet and water distribution on a cross section through the injector’s axis at two needle lifts
and different injection pressures.
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on the wood chips. In fact, by calculating the momen-
tum of the liquid jet in the region downstream of the
injector hole, it is possible to determine the pressure of
the liquid stream exerted on the surface in that point.
This quantity has the dimension of a force acting on a
surface, and thus, it can be considered as a stress (see
equation (6))

Flow stress=
rliq � A � vliq � vliq

A
ð6Þ

where rliq and vliq are the liquid density and velocity,
respectively, and A is the local area.

Therefore, the force of the liquid jet on a wood chip,
Fchip, can be calculated by multiplying the flow stress by
the chip’s surface Schip as follows

Fchip =Flow stress � Schip ð7Þ

Figure 8 shows the different planes that have been
selected for the evaluation of the flow stresses. The con-
tour plots of Figure 9 depict the values of the flow
stresses on different planes for one of the simulated
operating conditions (i.e. needle lift of 2.0mm and
injection pressure=164.5 bar). This figure compares
also the flow stress distribution with the liquid mass
fraction on the selected planes. It is interesting to note
that the pattern of these quantities differs significantly.
In fact, in order for the flow stress to be characterized
by a large value, a high liquid mass fraction and a large
velocity magnitude are necessary. Figure 8 shows
clearly that in the spray centre, even though the liquid
mass fraction is significant, the velocity is rather low,
and thus, the flow stress results to be very small when
compared to the outskirt region of the spray
distribution.

Analysis of the three-injector rail

The CFD analysis of the single injector is then used for
the simulation of the complete three-injector rail under

actual operating conditions. In the real system, the
wood chips are conveyed through the rail by means of a
vapour stream. Thus, the numerical approach used for
the simulation of the whole three-injector rail is similar
to the one adopted in the previous chapter being the
liquid phase the resin and the gaseous phase the vapour.
In addition, a Lagrangian approach is employed in the
modelling in order to simulate the wood chips. In a
Lagrangian framework,18 particle-like elements that are
known as parcels are followed through the continuum.
The state of each parcel is updated according to a
selected set of models.15 The most basic particle descrip-
tion involves only its position rp(t) and velocity vp(t).
These two quantities relate through the equation of
motion

drp

dt
= vp � vg ð8Þ

The grid velocity vg(X, t) is evaluated at the particle
position rp(t); its appearance in equation (8) indicates
that the convention is that vp(t) is the absolute velocity
of the particle, whereas rp(t) is the position of the parti-
cle with respect to the frame of reference.

Individual particles are not tracked, instead a single
parcel represents a set of identical particles, at some
mean centroid rp(t). The velocity of the parcel is
assumed to be the same as its constituent particles;
hence, its equation of motion is

drp

dt
= vp � vg ð9Þ

where the grid velocity is now evaluated at rp(t).
The generic form of the equation of conservation of

momentum for a material particle is

mp

dvp

dt
=FS +Fb ð10Þ

Here FS represents the forces acting on the surface of
the particle and Fb the body forces. These forces, in
turn, are decomposed into

FS =Fd +Fp +Fvm ð11Þ

Fb =Fg ð12Þ

where Fd is the drag force, Fp is the pressure gradient
force, Fvm is the virtual mass force and Fg is the gravity
force.

The momentum transfer to the particle from the
continuous phase is simply FS . In the calculations, the
two-way coupling model was used; thus, the continu-
ous phase and discrete phase flows are solved in a fully
coupled manner. Thus, FS is accumulated over all the
parcels and applied in the continuous phase momen-
tum equation.

Figure 8. Section planes orthogonal to the injector axis
selected for the flow stress calculation.
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The equation for the drag force is

Fd =
1

2
CdrAp vsj jvs ð13Þ

where Cd is the drag coefficient of the particle, r the
density of the continuous phase, vs the particle slip velo-

city and Ap the projected area of the particle.

Figure 9. Contour plots of the liquid mass fraction and flow stress on the section planes orthogonal to the injector axis selected
for the flow stress calculation (needle lift = 2.0 mm and injection pressure = 164.5 bar).
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The drag coefficient Cd is a function of the small-
scale flow features around the individual particles.
These features are impractical to resolve spatially, and
so, the usual practice is to obtain the drag coefficient
from correlations, typically derived from experiment or
theoretical studies. The formulation used in this article
is the Schiller–Naumann correlation defined as

Cd =
24

Rep

1+ 0:15Re0:687
p

� �
, ifRep� 103j0:44, ifRep.103

� 	

ð14Þ

where Rep is the particle Reynolds number, that is
defined as

Rep =
r vsj jDp

m
ð15Þ

and Dp is the particle diameter.
The equation for the pressure gradient force is

Fp = �Vprpstatic ð16Þ

where Vp is the volume of the particle and rpstatic is the
gradient of the static pressure in the continuous phase.
The equation for the virtual mass force is

Fvm =CvmrVp

Dv

Dt
� dvp

dt

� �
ð17Þ

where Cvm is the virtual mass coefficient, a value of 0.5
considered as suggested in Milne-Thompson.19 The
operator D/Dt is the material (substantive) derivative.
Finally, the equation for the gravity force is

Fg =mpg ð18Þ

where g is the gravitational acceleration vector.
For the Lagrangian phase interaction with wall

boundaries, the rebound model is adopted.
Rebounding particles remain active in the simulation;
the mode is distinguished by its treatment of the parti-
cle velocity. The rebound velocity relative to the wall
velocity is determined by the impingement velocity and
user-defined restitution coefficients

vp � vw

� �R
= et vp � vw

� �I

r
�en vp � vw

� �I

n
ð19Þ

The superscripts R and I denote rebound and impinge-
ment respectively; the subscripts n and t denote wall-
normal and tangential, respectively. Perfect elastic
rebound is assumed for the restitution coefficients et

and en.
In the analysis, the average size of the wood chip is

set to be 1.5mm long and with a diameter equal to
0.1mm. The computational domain accounted for in
the simulations includes the rail where three injectors
are located as in Figure 10. The pipe is extended for

500mm at the outlet in order to address the mixing pro-
cess of the resin downstream of the injectors. The resin
jet at the injector’s holes is simulated starting from the
results of the simulations presented in the previous sec-
tion. In fact, the resin flow field at the injector’s hole is
mapped from the single-injector analysis’ results into
the computational domain of the complete system
simulation. Therefore, the flow within the three injec-
tors is not computed as it is assumed that the injector’s
flow is not significantly influenced by the vapour and
wood chip stream. This assumption reduces remarkably
the computational effort for the entire system simula-
tion while still capturing the effect of the rail flow on
the resin distribution. The average size of the mesh is
set to be 1mm, and refinement zones up to 0.04mm are
used in the nozzle outlet regions, in order to increase
the accuracy in the prediction of the injector spray.

Figure 11 shows the circular section adopted for the
mapping of the results from the single-injector analysis
to the full three-injector rail simulation. In particular,
the injector operating conditions are set to be 100bar
for the supply pressure and a needle lift of 2.0mm. The
results mapped in the intersecting section between the
rail and the nozzle are calculated on the same section of
the single-injector simulation. The values of pressure,

Figure 10. Geometry of the three-injector rail included in the
CFD analysis.

Figure 11. Circular section used for the mapping from the
single-injector simulation to the whole-system analysis.

Milani et al. 9
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velocity and resin mass fraction are then extrapolated
onto the rail CFD domain.

The operating conditions selected for the simulation
represent a high-load and a low-load working cases.
Table 3 details the values of the vapour and wood chip
rates.

The vapour and wood chip flow at the rail inlet is
assumed uniform and directed along the axis of the rail.
The temperature of the vapour and chips at the rail inlet
is set to be 160�C, corresponding to a pressure of the
vapour of approximately 6 bar. Indeed, the flow in this
section is remarkably turbulent and dependent on the
upstream geometry. Nevertheless, the target of the pres-
ent analysis is to address the influence of the relative
velocity between the vapour or wood chip stream and
the injector liquid jet on the resin distribution within
the rail regardless of the real condition of the inlet flow.

Figures 12–14 show the results of the simulated
cases on a section plane through the injectors and the
rail axes as well as on the three section planes through
the injector axis and orthogonal to the rail 1. Figure 12
depicts the velocity convolution distribution, and it can
be noted that in case 1, the main flow is perturbed
mainly downstream of the injectors’ outlet, while along
the rail axis, it remains uniform. Conversely, in case 2,
the resin spray penetrates deeper, and the main flow
results to be perturbed all over the considered sections.
Consequently, the resin distribution within the rail
seems to be more concentrated on the rail wall in case

of large vapour velocity (i.e. case 1), while in case 2,
spots characterized by a large resin concentration can
be seen also close to the rail axis (see Figure 13).

This result is even more evident when plotting the
streamlines from the injectors’ holes and the
Lagrangian particles representing the wood chips. In
fact, Figure 14 demonstrates that the streamlines
remain grouped close to the rail wall for case 1, while
when the vapour velocity is low, they penetrate in the
rail and mix together close to the axis.

In Figure 15, the zoomed view of the region down-
stream of injector 1 hole is shown. By comparing the
flow field in this region in terms of velocity convolution
as well as the streamlines from the injector’s outlet, the
resin spray can be addressed under actual operating
conditions. The calculation demonstrates that the shape
of the resin spray is largely influenced by the vapour or
wood chips stream, and after few millimetres, the jet is
bended and follows the main flow stream.

Table 3. Operating conditions for the whole-system
simulation.

Case 1 Case 2

Vapour flow rate (kg/h) 12,000 4000
Wood chips flow rate (kg/h) 30,000 10,000

Figure 12. Velocity convolution distribution within the rail.

Figure 13. Resin distribution within the rail.

Figure 14. Resin and wood chip distributions within the rail.

10 Advances in Mechanical Engineering
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In order to address the resin distribution within the
rail for the simulated vapour flow rates, two different
sections are selected: the first one is just downstream
the third injector, while the second section is located
500mm downstream (see Figure 16).

Figures 17 and 18 show the resin distribution on the
selected sections and as mentioned before, it can be
noted that case 2 is characterized by a larger resin con-
centration close to the rail axis due to the deeper pene-
tration of the spray. Nevertheless, the larger spray
penetration of case 2 does not lead to a uniform distri-
bution of the Seloform through the rail section. In fact,
the efficiency of the resin mixing process with the
stream of vapour and wood chips is addressed by cal-
culating the standard deviation value, su, for the distri-
bution of the resin concentration, u, as well as the
uniformity index, Uu, on the two selected sections. The
expressions used for the calculation of these parameters
are detailed as follows

su =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
f

uf � �u
� �2

Af

P
f

Af

vuuuut ð20Þ

Uu = 1�

P
f

uf � �u
�� ��Af

2 �uj j
P

f

Af

ð21Þ

where �u is the surface average of u, uf is the face value
of the selected scalar and Af is the area of a face.

In order for the resin distribution to result homoge-
neous, the value of equation (20) should be as low as
possible, while the value of the uniformity index should
be close to unity.

Figures 19 and 20 clearly show that the resin distri-
bution results to be more homogeneous in case 1 even
though the spray seems to penetrate shorter into the
rail when compared to case 2. Thus, the numerical
analysis demonstrates that the influence of the vapour
or wood chip stream velocity is larger than the spray
penetration.

Similar consideration can be drawn when observing
the stress flow distribution within the rail (see

Figure 15. Zoomed view of the resin spray and rail flow field
in the region close to the outlet of injector 1.

Figure 16. Outlet sections selected for the analysis of the
resin distribution.

Figure 17. Resin distribution on section out 1.

Figure 18. Resin distribution on section out 2.
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Figure 21). The images in this figure confirm that the
main contribution to the impact flow forces on the
wood chips depends mainly on the vapour or wood
chips velocity rather than on the resin spray velocity.
In fact, for the simulated case, the latter values are the
same while the flow stresses result to be remarkably dif-
ferent. This behaviour agrees with what was observed
previously concerning the spray shape. In particular,
the velocity of the resin jet downstream of the injector’s
outlet decreases rapidly, and it evens out to the main
stream velocity.

Conclusion

This article investigated the resin spray formation in a
high-pressure injector and the interaction between the
resin jet and the wood chips in a vapour stream. A
multi-component multi-phase numerical approach was
used in order to predict the resin distribution at the
injector outlet as well as within the vapour pipe. First

step of the analysis was the simulation of the single-
injector operation in order to predict the resin spray
and the effects of the main operating parameters.

The simulation of the injector operation at varying
supply pressures and needle lifts demonstrated that at
constant injection pressure, the flow rate was scarcely
influenced by the needle lift when ranging from 1 to
2mm, and only below the displacement of 1mm, the
flow rate decreased significantly. In order to explain
this behaviour, the influence of the helical and the
metering area on the overall pressure drop across the
injector was calculated. In particular, the importance of
the fluid dynamic losses in the helical resulted to be
remarkable for all the analysed needle lifts. Even for
very small metering areas, the losses due to the helical
amount demonstrated to be remarkable (i.e. approxi-
mately 20% at needle lift of 0.4mm). When increasing
the needle lift, the contribution of the helical to the
total fluid dynamic losses amounted up to 40%–50%,
thus reducing the effects of the needle lift motion on
the mass flow rate. Holding constant the needle displa-
cement, the simulations demonstrated that the spray
angle was increasing while reducing the supply pres-
sure. Furthermore, the needle lifts resulted to have a
weaker influence on the spray shape than the injection
pressure.

Afterwards, the results of the single-injector analysis
were employed in the simulation of the full three-
injector rail to address the interaction between the resin
and wood chips. The injector operating conditions were
set to be 100bar for the supply pressure and a needle lift
of 2.0mm, while the working conditions of the systems
were modified in order to simulate two different cases
representing a high-load and a low-load operations.

For the high-load case, the main flow resulted to be
perturbed mainly downstream of the injectors’ outlet
while remaining uniform along the rail axis.

Figure 19. Standard deviation values for the simulated cases
on the selected sections downstream the three injectors.

Figure 20. Uniformity index values for the simulated cases on
the selected sections downstream the three injectors.

Figure 21. Flow stress distribution within the rail.
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Conversely, in low-load operation, the resin spray
penetrated deeper, and the main flow was perturbed all
over the considered sections of the vapour rail. Thus,
the numerical analysis demonstrated that the resin dis-
tribution is more concentrated on the rail wall in case
of large vapour velocity, while in case of low vapour
velocity, spots characterized by a large resin concentra-
tion can be seen also close to the rail axis.

Furthermore, the resin spray was largely influenced
by the vapour or wood chips stream, and after few
millimetres, the jet resulted to be bended and to follow
the main flow stream. In particular, the velocity of the
resin jet downstream of the injector’s outlet decreases
rapidly, and it evens out to the main stream velocity. In
fact, the resin was predicted to penetrate deeper into
the vapour rail for the low-load operation, while in the
high vapour flow rate case, it concentrated close to the
cylindrical wall. Nevertheless, the larger spray penetra-
tion did not determine a more homogeneous resin dis-
tribution as demonstrated by the calculation of the
standard deviation and uniformity index of the
Seloform distribution. Thus, the numerical analysis
outlined that the influence of the vapour or wood chip
stream velocity is larger than the spray penetration.

Finally, the modelling remarked that the main con-
tribution to the impact flow forces on the wood chips
depends mainly on the vapour or wood chips velocity
rather than on the resin spray velocity. In fact, for the
simulated case, the latter values turned to be the same
while the flow stresses resulted to be remarkably
different.
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